Mechanotransduction by endothelial cells is locally generated, direction-dependent, and ligand-specific.
Vascular endothelial cells display a wide panel of responses to changes in the shear stress that is exerted on them by blood flow. How sensory mechanisms convey information about flow conditions and how this information is integrated remains poorly understood. The issue is confounded by: (1) a large number of potential force sensors, (2) difficulties in differentiating these sensors from downstream sites of signal integration, and (3) the complexities inherent in understanding how forces are transmitted from the apical surface of the cell via the cytoskeleton to intracellular sites. As a consequence, neither the structures that sense force nor the nature of the forces that loads them have been clearly defined. In this study, we employed magnetic microspheres coated with ligands that bind integrin subsets (RGD peptides or type I collagen) or PECAM-1 to discriminate the downstream signaling effects of different sensor molecules and mechanisms for how they are loaded. We found that application of force to these transmembrane molecules elicited biologically important signaling (ERK1/2, AKT, and GSK-3beta phosphorylation), and downstream biological responses that depended on the following two factors: (1) the ligand that transmitted force and (2) the direction in which force was applied. These findings indicate that ligands locally generate different shear-induced responses in endothelium that depend on how force is delivered.